SIRIUS MANAGED SECURITY TRANSITIONAL SERVICES

LEVERAGE SIRIUS TO HELP BRIDGE THE CYBERSECURITY SKILLS GAP

Attackers will never stop trying to take advantage of security vulnerabilities. A day doesn’t go by that we don’t hear of some new data breach, ransomware attack, company network compromise, or state-sponsored cyberattack. As a result, the demand for cybersecurity expertise is at an all-time high, but there are not enough qualified candidates to satisfy the demand for skilled experts. That’s why millions of cybersecurity jobs are going unfilled, and three-fourths of companies claim this shortage in skills has affected them and weakened their security posture.

As long as threats exist, you need an effective security program to counteract them. This is where Sirius can help. With Sirius Managed Security Transitional Services, you can leverage the expertise of our security engineers to support your initiatives at the exact moment—and at the specific scale—that you need, saving time and money, and bridging your cybersecurity skills gap.

AREAS WHERE SIRIUS CAN PROVIDE MANAGED SECURITY TRANSITIONAL SERVICES

• Firewall optimization and clean-up of rules and policies
• SIEM optimization and reduction of false positive alerts
• Threat hunting services
• Firewall migration to AWS and Azure
• Implementation of cloud security monitoring services

Trust Sirius as your partner to help augment your team where and when you most need assistance. Contact your Sirius client executive to learn how you can benefit from Sirius Managed Security Transitional Services.